As a part of PBIS and schoolwide pride students work towards earning a Golden Trophy in classrooms and specific areas in the school. These trophies include the Golden Tray in the cafeteria, Golden Vacuum in the classroom, and the Golden Plunger in restroom areas.

The Golden Tray can be earned as a grade level by SOARing in the cafeteria. To earn this trophy students are showing respectful behaviors, quiet voice levels, and cleaning up their table when finished with their lunch time. The Cafeteria ESPs will reward the grade level each week with the trophy.

Our building custodians will award the Golden Vacuum to the classroom whose pride shines through the cleanliness of their room. Areas in the classroom are picked up, classroom is organized, hallway/locker area near classroom is tidy and neat, and a welcoming atmosphere will all play factors in being awarded the Golden vacuum on a weekly basis.

Another common area in our building that is awarded a trophy are the bathrooms. The Golden Plunger is awarded to a grade level area restroom for cleanliness and students following the SOAR expectations. The custodians will decide which restroom is Golden Plunger-worthy!